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Letter from the President 2018

Celebrating 10 Years: A Letter from our CEO
This year marks KEM’s 10th Anniversary. The ability to support the warfighter and strong national defense for the past decade is
a cause for pause, celebration and forward thinking.
It is a cause for pause as we show appreciation to members of our military, past and present.
Integrating hands on participation and charitable giving programs to our military community is demonstrated in all that we do,
every day. KEM will honor members of our military and their families by contributing in a meaningful way to USO (United
Service Organizations), offering USO support and services for our service members.
It is a cause for celebration as we reflect on KEM’s role with our superior strategic partners. Together we support our U.S.
and global aerospace, defense, and commercial clients solve complex programs with integrity, flexibility, and commitment to
mission completion. Over the past decade, KEM has and continues to collaborate with its trusted partners to provide
outstanding solutions and capabilities to our clients and provide excellence to the warfighter. We are honored to have a wide
range of strategic partners by our side. These are leaders we trust and make a proven difference on the battlefield and
throughout the world. KEM will celebrate the value created with our strategic partners through sharing their compelling stories
through our #WeAreKEM strategic partner series.
We have accomplished a lot tougher with our strategic partners and executive leadership team to support the warfighter and
strong national defense over the last 10 years, but it is time for forward thinking because what matters most is what we do
next. Complex national security and foreign challenges, rapidly accelerating technological changes, the pervasiveness of cyber
within dynamic threat environments combined with the realignment of acquisition in DoD and the trend to make competitions
faster an more efficient to continue to change the way Aerospace and Defense (A&D) industries perform. KEM continues to be
well positioned for the future. We continue to invest in next generation capabilities delivering a clear global competitive
advantage. We remain dedicated to the highest performance and ethical standards as trusted advisors. And, we continue to
create value through partners to shape, develop, and execute mission critical strategies in our shifting, complex industry
environment.

Thank you!
Kenneth E. Miller
Chief Executive Officer
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